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RESUSCITATION HANDBOOK (2nd edition)
Peter J F Baskett
Wolfe, London (1993)
136 pages. Price £14.95

In an editorial in the Journal it was suggested that up to 10 000
people per year in the United Kingdom suffer a cardiac arrest in
the presence of their general practitioner (1993; 43: 95-96).
There has been a problem, however, for those who wish to find a
suitable text, as many volumes compete in this area of training.
This book is unusual in that its title understates its excellent
contents. Inside you can find not only cardiac life support, but
also trauma life support, paediatric life support, pain relief and
training.
The book's style is didactic with a structured approach to each

subject including a heavy reliance on the use of algorithms. All
of the theoretical subjects are adequately covered with good
illustrations. Some of the practical procedures however, such as
nerve blocks, are less clearly illustrated. The techniques of
resuscitation are, by their nature practical, and reading should be
supplemented by experience. It would be useful if the book had
contained a list of contact addresses of the organizations able to
provide training such as the British Association for Immediate
Care, the Resuscitation Council (UK), the Royal College of
Surgeons of Edinburgh, and the Royal College of Surgeons of
England.
The only point with which I disagree appears in the section on

training. I am disappointed that the standard that the author
expects from general practitioners is less than that expected from
senior house officers. I am aware of the problems of skill
atrophy, but in many cases the senior house officers of today are
the general practitioners of tomorrow, and this resource should be
maintained.

Despite these minor criticisms, I would strongly recommend
this book as essential reading for all general practitioners and
trainees.

CHRIS BRErMAIN
General practitioner, Anstruther, Fife

THE LAST APPOINTMENT: PSYCHOTHERAPY IN
GENERAL PRACTICE
John Salinsky
The Book Guild, Lewes, East Sussex (1993)
172 pages. Price £12.95

John Salinsky is president of the Balint Society and this book
makes fascinating reading. It describes his development as a
psychotherapist by reference to case material from his own
general practice. Patients unable to obtain psychotherapy on the
National Health Service have been invited by him to book the

last appointment of the evening for up to an hour of psycho-
therapy.
Dr Salinsky's early interest in Freud gave way to a Kleinian

approach favoured by his personal analyst. His account of his
own analysis is particularly frank and many may find this the
most interesting chapter in the book. No less down to earth are
his criteria for assessing the outcome of the therapy he has
provided - work, love, other relationships, learning, helping
others, independence. On the whole, however, Dr Salinsky is not
too concerned with outcome studies. In his view, the need to feel
understood is deeply important for everyone, but particularly for
the type of person who seeks psychotherapy. He sees himself as a
parent-like figure helping his patients to come to terms with early
life trauma, especially cruelty and neglect. He views his patients
rather as his children, taking a fierce6pride and pleasure in their
achievements and sharing in their disappointments. He regrets
the modern trend in general practice towards a population centred
approach at the expense of the individual and his or her
uniqueness. Finally, he defiantly declares his intention to
continue to give his full attention to his patients with the last
appointment of the evening.

VICTOR BLOOM
General physician, London

HYPERTENSION: COMMUNITY CONTROL OF HIGH
BLOOD PRESSURE (3rd edition)
Julian Tudor Hart
Radcliffe Press, Oxford (1993)
354 pages. Price £14.95

This is a compelling book - the scientific argument,
overwhelming logic and passion are as persuasive as ever and
have flourished through three successive editions. For many, the
name of Julian Tudor Hart is not only synonymous with the
'inverse care law' but also with the 'rule of halves'. At the outset
of this edition he reminds us that the rule of halves is still alive
and well within the United Kingdom: half of those with high
blood pressure are not known, half of those known are not
treated, half of those treated are not controlled. In a review of the
first edition in this Journal (1981; 31: 125), Malcolm Aylett
noted that its publication symbolized 'the final takeover of the
real empire of hypertension by general practice'. If we are still
only detecting, treating and controlling half of our hypertensive
patients, the victory appears a little hollow: we may have won the
battle for responsibility but seem to be in danger of losing the
war for results.

Julian Tudor hart rejects such pessimism, although he cautions
against the simplistic assumption that increased measurement of
blood pressure (processes) in health promotion activities under
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